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Kosovo 2005-10-09 kosovo the politics of identity and space explores the albanian serbian confrontation after
slobodan milosevic s rise to power and the policy of repression in kosovo through the lens of the kosovo
education system the argument is woven around the story of imposed ethnic segregation in kosovo s education
and its impact on the emergence of exclusive notions of nation and homeland among the serbian and albanian
youth in the 1990s the book also critically explores the wider context of the albanian non violent resistance
including the emergence of the parallel state and its weaknesses kosovo the politics of identity and space not
only provides an insight into events that led to the bloodshed in kosovo in the late 1990s but also shows that the
legacy of segregation is one of the major challenges the international community faces in its efforts to establish
an integrated multi ethnic society in the territory
English Studies from Archives to Prospects 2016-06-22 this volume explores english studies from the
perspective of linguistics and applied linguistics by examining developments within their selected topics the
authors of these 18 chapters provide a broad overview of english studies as related to their specific points of
interest topics range from the well established such as negation grammaticalization and the role of culture in
learning english to those that are currently being revisited or are considered relatively new such as corpus
analysis english as a lingua franca and third language acquisition the chapters reflect a modern approach to
linguistic and applied linguistic phenomena including diachronic and synchronic perspectives as well as
quantitative and qualitative research paradigms english studies as practiced at the english department in zagreb
during the last 80 years the anniversary of which instigated the invitation of contributions for this collection
are presented here as a vibrant field characterized by dynamics and complexities that introduce novel ideas and
help us embrace emerging aspects of more established concepts
Matematika 2002 two decades after the war bosnia and herzegovina bih still faces a weak national identity and
ethnic and religious divisions that are further preventing the country from reaching sustainable peace and
development the education system is also divided along ethnic and religious lines this study discusses research
questions about challenges bih has been facing on its way to peace transformation about relation between the
current educational system and development of sustainable peace in bih as well as to answer how to achieve
positive and sustainable peace in bih through peace education in order to offer a peacebuilding framework the
study offers an analysis of the role of education and educational programmes formal and non formal in the
creation of ethnic identity and peaceful coexistence in bih since the ottoman empire until today the study
relies on interviews with stakeholders from bih about gaps in the peacebuilding process education system and
suggestions for improvement
Glasnik Matematički 1994 the book post socialist translation practices explores how communism and socialism
through their hegemonic pressure found expression in translation practice from the moment of socialist
revolution to the present day based on extensive archival research in the archives of the communist party and
on the interviews with translators and editors of the period the book attempts to outline the typical and
defining features of the socialist translatorial behaviour by re reading more than 200 translations of children s
literature and juvenile fiction published in the socialist federal republic of yugoslavia sfry despite the variety of
different forms of censorship that the translators in all socialist states were subject to the book argues that
socialist translation in different cultural and linguistic environments especially where the soviet model tried to
impose itself purged the translated texts of the same or similar elements in particular of the religious presence
the book also traces how ideologically manipulated translations are still uncritically reprinted and widely



circulated today
Matematika 5 2004 at a time when educational issues have increasingly come to determine the social and
political discourse and major reforms of the education system are being discussed and implemented and when
migration has become a significant phenomenon contributing to changes in the religious landscape of the
european continent it is highly appropriate to focus our attention on the concrete situation regarding religious
education this volume contains again on the basis of thirteen key questions the countries in southeastern
europe albania bosnia and herzegovina bulgaria kosovo republic of north macedonia montenegro romania serbia
and turkey beyond the all important tasks of taking stock and making international comparisons the aim of this
book is to create a foundation for further action in the field of education especially with regard to interfaith
expertise
Reconciliation and Education in Bosnia and Herzegovina 2018-02-08 created after world war i yugoslavia was a
combination of ethnically religiously and linguistically diverse but connected south slav peoples slovenes croats
and serbs but also bosnian muslims macedonians and montenegrins in addition to non slav minorities the great
powers and the country s intellectual and political elites believed that a coherent identity could be formed in
which the different south slav groups in the state could identify with a single balkan yugoslav identity pieter
troch draws on previously unpublished sources from the domain of education to show how the state s
nationalities policy initially allowed for a flexible and inclusive yugoslav nationhood and how that system was
slowly replaced with a more domineering and rigid top down nationalism during the dictatorship of king
alexander i who banned political parties and coded a strongly politicised yugoslav national identity as yugoslav
society became increasingly split between the pro yugoslav central regime and anti yugoslav opposition the
seeds were sown for the failure of the yugoslav idea nationalism and yugoslavia provides a valuable new
insight into the complexities of pre war yugoslavia
Engleski jezik 1992 der englischsprachige band bietet einen Überblick über die entwicklungen im bereich
historischer bildung in den nachfolgestaaten jugoslawiens und der republik moldova seit mitte der 1990er
jahre bis heute ausgangspunkt aller beiträge ist der nations und staatsbildungsprozess mit seinen auswirkungen
auf geschichtspolitik und schule im rahmen eines ermutigenden aber auch widersprüchlichen
transformationsprozesses ergänzend wird die rolle der in der region international agierenden bildungsakteure
und institutionen untersucht unter welchen voraussetzungen und mit welchen mitteln reformen und
interventionen im bildungsbereich nachhaltig wirken können in welche richtung sich historische narrationen
entwickeln diese und ähnliche fragen sucht der band zu beantworten er erlaubt aus interdisziplinärer
perspektive einblicke in die komplexen transformationen des bildungssektors in südosteuropa
Post-Socialist Translation Practices 2012-10-31 english pronunciation instruction research based insights presents
recent research on l2 english pronunciation including pedagogical implications and applications and seeks to
bridge the gulf between pronunciation research and teaching practice the volume s 15 chapters cover a range
of aspects that are central to pronunciation teaching including the teaching of different segmental and
suprasegmental features teachers and learners views and practices types and sources of learners errors feedback
and assessment tools and strategies for pronunciation instruction reactions towards accented speech as well as
the connection between research and teaching chapters offer a fully developed section on pedagogical
implications with insightful suggestions for classroom instruction this format and the variety of topics will be
informative for researchers language teachers and students interested in english pronunciation as it explores



the diverse challenges learners of different l1 backgrounds face and also provides research informed techniques
and recommendations on how to cope with them
Religious Education at Schools in Europe 2020-09-07 this open access volume by the international commission
on mathematical instruction icmi is an outcome of the icmi study 24 and gives a status quo of school
mathematics reform around the world and what we can learn from this movement each theme and section of
the book offers descriptions and analyses of multiple case studies in different countries and contexts along with
opportunities to compare contrast and learn from these diverse experiences the volume provides a synthesis
and meta analysis of the different historical geographical and global aspects of school mathematics reforms and
explores in which way curricula are elaborated proposed changed and reorganized it offers a more informed
and comprehensive analysis of the roles of different actors and of the many aspects influencing and shaping
mathematics curriculum reforms that are taking or have taken place it also explores the possibilities and means
to tackle a curricular reform in the current scenario we live in and how to unfold future developments this
book will be of interest to practitioners and scholars with an interest in school mathematics curriculum reforms
it will also be a useful resource to those involved in school mathematics curriculum reform initiatives by
providing current information about the curriculum changes that are taking place in respect of content teacher
education educational materials and a range of implementation challenges across diverse contexts
Naš jezik 5 2008 exploring language rights politics in theoretical historical and international context this book
brings together debates from law sociolinguistics international politics and the history of ideas the author argues
that international language rights advocacy supports global governance of language and questions freedoms of
speech and expression
Nationalism and Yugoslavia 2015-08-18 this book offers vivid insights into policies of religious education in
schools since the series of wars in former yugoslavia in the 1990 s it traces the segregation among members of
different ethnic groups in slovenia bosnia herzegovina croatia and serbia which has never been greater or
more systematic it aims to be a necessary step in understanding the origins of this systematic segregation and
how it is reproduced in educational practice asserting that the politicization of religion in the school textbooks is
one of the motors responsible for the ongoing ethnic segregation it also deals with complex aspects of this issue
such as the general situation of religion in the different countries the social position of churches the issues of
gender the reconciliation after the yugoslav wars and the integration of the eu
›Transition‹ and the Politics of History Education in Southeast Europe 2009-10-07 a comparative analysis of the
dominant ideologies and modes of legitimization in communist yugoslavia and post communist serbia and
croatia the aim of the book is to identify and explain dominant normative and operative ideologies and principal
modes of legitimization in these three case studies
English Pronunciation Instruction 2021-10-13 monografija se osredotoča na geografsko zamišljanje učencev in
dijakov slovenskih šol slovenskih pokrajin ter na vpliv učnih načrtov in katalogov znanja izbranih predmetov
ter učbenikov nanj izhajamo iz predpostavke da imajo fotografije pomembno vlogo pri oblikovanju in
ohranjanju individualnih in kolektivnih predstav o pokrajini pokrajino razumemo ne le kot preplet dejanskega
in videnega ampak tudi kot rezultat dojemanja in interpretacije za oblikovanje predstav je obdobje šolanja z
vsemi informacijami ki jih posreduje izjemno pomembno
Matematika 2006 v drugem zvezku osebnosti s priimki na črke b bla novega slovenskega biografskega
leksikona v 257 geslih nadaljujemo s predstavitvijo najvidnejših slovenskih in s slovenijo povezanih osebnosti iz



vseh obdobij naše zgodovine glavna odlika leksikona je izčrpen in sorazmerno obsežen opis življenja in dela
osebe poleg podrobnih stvarnih podatkov o rojstvu šolanju in zaposlitvah značilnih za leksikone je pogosto
predstavljeno tudi kulturnozgodovinsko ozadje posameznikovega dela in delovanja ker so avtorji gesel
praviloma tudi strokovnjaki s področij na katerih so delovale ali še delujejo predstavljene osebnosti je vsebinska
predstavitev še posebej temeljita in posodobljena z novimi spoznanji tiskano izdajo dopolnjuje spletni portal
slovenska biografija slovenska biografija si urednica petra vide ogrin biblioteka sazu v katerem je trenutno okoli
6000 gesel
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